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NICOLI Launches a Fabulous New Advertising Campaign

This Fall, NICOLI encourages fashionistas from around the Globe to be, and to exude their
FABULOUS nature by launching a simple yet stunning product focused advertising campaign
depicting their new collection of luxury crystal embellished shoes and handbags.

Dubai (PRWEB) October 09, 2013 -- The FABULOUS campaign reveals a charismatic collection of crystal
embellished shoes and handbags that look FABULOUS and fit perfectly. The simplicity of the collection on
stunning black backgrounds with beautiful gold typographic statements ooze confidence and self belief. It is
this attitude which truly defines not only the NICOLI brand, shoes and handbags but also gives ‘NICOLI
fashionistas’ an air of confidence and elegance.

NICOLI knows that FABULOUS speaks for itself, whether it is sitting in the palm of the hand or adorned on
the toes. A NICOLI woman will never wait for an occasion to look FABULOUS and celebrate her femininity
and confidence. She knows that just by wearing NICOLI she can stand out from the crowd and can stop traffic.
The FABULOUS Campaign was created for women who desire ‘Red Carpet Luxury’ without sky high price
tags and to satisfy her never ending thirst for fashion. The FABULOUS campaign is charming and seductive,
irresistible and bold, confident and self empowering.

Steeped in fashion, the NICOLI FABULOUS collection is all about enhancing the charms of formal and casual
wear. The iconic crystal embellished shoes and handbags where shot by a very talented up and coming Dubai
based photographer Mariyah Gaspacho and Kate Weaver - the marketing brain behind all of NICOLI’s
fabulous ideas. The duo’s taste, imagination and panache is truly reflected in this campaign and is set to drive
this storied label to even greater heights.
 
Renowned worldwide for its fashion authority, Italian craftsmanship, Arabian elegance and unmatched quality,
few fashion houses can boast as much mystique as NICOLI. The glamorous world of NICOLI is not just
exclusive, it is elegant, unique and highly sought after too. Hollywood glamour and Italian styling is behind,
and can be seen in everything NICOLI does, from the exquisite hand crafted evening handbags, purses and
clutches to their glamorous Pink Swarovski crystal embellished Breast Cancer Awareness Shoes launched only
this month.
 
Each and every FABULOUS shoe and bag from the NICOLI collection has been hand designed and crafted
with utmost care and attention to detail. Furthermore, NICOLI products are produced in limited quantities; this
not only creates excitement when new collections are released monthly, but ensures only the finest shoes and
bags carry the NICOLI name.

NICOLI is committed to keep introducing a refreshing burst of femininity for every season that unfolds the
dream world of every FABULOUS princess.

NICOLI shoes and Handbags can be viewed and bought online at: www.nicolishoes.com and in NICOLI
Boutiques throughout the GCC.
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Contact Information
KATE WEAVER
NICOLI, Al Jaroodi Traders LLC
http://www.nicolishoes.com
+971567607142

KHURRAM RAFIQUE
NICOLI, Al Jaroodi Traders LLC
http://www.nicolishoes.com

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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